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Photo: Jamin Percy (Shutterstock) in more than 30 years, GIFs are the digital equivalent of middle-aged millennials: a late bloom who are now overstretched and misunderstood. Today, they're the standard internet currency in texting and social media threads, and as they're no longer a new fancy thing, we've got a little
lazy with them. I'm talking to you, my senders are likable, intermittent, exaggerated and suggested by their application integrations. I'll be clear: if you're looking for a word and using the top 10 GIF reaction, you're not being funny. I'll be more direct: you're not even least amusing anyone with Jennifer Lawrence staying to
take a reaction. And now I'll be mean: throw your phone into the river before you send Bucky Dawson to see another, Jonah Hill screaming, or Chrissy Teigen crying GIF. Here is a quick rundown of what makes for a good GIF. The perfect GIF is a smooth loop. If you can't figure out where the episode starts, you've found
(or better yet, make) a beautiful GIF. Instead, the great GIF is one that has a clear loop but tells a story in a limited frame space. It can even work with a high five, like this one. The worst GIFs are a very short loop, making them look jerky and unpleasant, like this one. A bad GIF can almost give you motion sickness if it's
on your screen for too long. Animated GIFs are something of an art form of the Internet, shared by everyone. However, they are created by... Read additional GIFs are analog visual stale padding words, or respond to a friend's news with interesting. (Interesting is the most empty, irritating response to anything you've ever
been told, but that's a story for another day.) You're better than that, or at least I hope you want to be - so here's an easy way to create your own chest war of reaction GIFs that are your personal ity and your sense of humor, which you haven't seen by all the people on Earth.You seven billion already know how to make a
GIF, so I'm not going to focus on that. Instead we need to talk about what to do when you already have those GIFs so you can use them easily. This starts with organization: combine the names of THE GIFs to include the source, the letter name, the physical row, and the emotional tone. When you find or make a great
new GIF, take an extra moment to label it in a uniform way, every single time (and, obviously, save it to a suitable folder on your device). We've all tasted the frustration of searching for a GIF and having a hard time finding it - internet culture is the equivalent of having a word on the tip of your tongue that you can't
remember. Organizing the file name from at least three different angles will help you make sure you can always find it. Here's what it looks like, that's what it looks like this way works for my brain, but you can customize it but it works best for you: Neon Genesis Evangelion - Jindo Ikari - Fire Glasses - Scheming.gif
BluesIf you can't remember a TV show, you can remember the character. If you can't remember You can remember how i personally described the emotional tone, and so on. By saving Gifs (or any photo files, really) with a personal and unified label convention, I guarantee you will find what you need when you need it.
The name of the file will be long, but the effort is oh worth it. So organize your GIFs while you save them, so when you need them, you'll be there for you. You don't have to make your own GIFs every time – although you can, and for those who do, I salute you – but please, no more Emma Stone. The GIF format is ideal
for buttons, titles, logos, banners, and other things on the web. Most photo editing software converts PNG, JPG, and other image formats into GIF format. If the program you're using doesn't support conversion, there's an online image of GIF conversions and custom image adapters that support GIF. Most graphics editors



share a similar structure. The main menu is usually located at the top of the program and includes the command to import images. When you find this, you can convert the image to GIF. Open the image in the photo editor. Select a file. Choose save by name. Some programs name this save, export, convert, or download.
If available, choose save for the web to compress the image to save disk space and bandwidth if it will be used online. Type a name for the new file. Select the drop-down arrow save as a type and choose the GIF. Some programs may use different words here, such as GIF (animation), dying format, or CompuServe (*.
GIF). If you don't see an option to change the file type, or if gif is not an option, turn to the bottom of this page to find alternative ways to convert an image to gif. Find the Options button to customize gif settings. These options vary according to the program and may even be absent, but they include some or all of the
following options: GIF87a or GIF89a: GIF87a does not support transparency or animation. Unless you're otherwise instructed, choose GIF89a.Interlaced or non-overlapping: upload overlapping images in scrolls, and gradually appear on the screen as you download them. This gives the illusion of faster loading time, but
may increase the file size. Color depth: GIFs can contain up to 256 unique colors. The lower the colors in the image, the smaller the file size. Transparency: Choose one color in the image that will be displayed as invisible. This allows the background to show it when the image is displayed on a web page. Frequency:
Frequency gives a smoother appearance to color gradient areas, but also increases file size and load time. Loss: Adjusting the value of loss pressure affects image quality and file size. The lower the value, the clearer the image. Select Save. Depending on the program, this button may be called OK, convert or export.
Some other ways to convert an image to a GIF with a program designed to convert images. One example that works on Windows, Mac OS, and Linux is If the photo editor doesn't support gif conversion, or you prefer to use an online service to convert a PNG, JPG, or TIF image to GIF, there are many options. Zamzar is
a free online photo converter that can save a variety of gif image formats. Open the web browser and go to Zamzar.com. Click Add Files to select the image. Click Turn to and choose gif. Enter the email address in the text box. Click Convert to receive an email with a download link to the GIF file. FileZigZag is another
adapter that works in the web browser to convert images to GIF. Like Zamzar, a GIF file is sent via email. October 31, 2016 2 minutes reading this story originally appeared on PCMag Vine is going away, but your chrome - six-second episodes videos that attracted the following faithful internet - is not. The Twitter-owned
company has already announced that the clips will continue to live on the web even after their mobile application is discontinued, and will soon also be able to convert them to GIFs.That thanks to Giphy, which announced today that it is working on a conversion tool for Vine will be launched very soon. All that is required is
a Vine account, Giphy wrote in a blog post on Friday, although it is unclear whether you will import Vines from the app or web. If it's the last case, you should be able to convert Vines to GIFs indefinitely, even after the Vine app is turned off. Twitter announced on Thursday that the vine app will be discontinued in the
coming months set out as a troublesome time for vine believers. The announcement came shortly after Twitter confirmed its plans to lay off nearly 9 percent of its global workforce, or about 350 workers, as part of the company's restructuring. We appreciate you, your chrome, and will do it the right way, fine team wrote
and Twitter in a blog post. You'll be able to access and load your chrome. We will keep the website because we think it's important to be able to see all the wonderful vines that have been made. Meanwhile, Giphy is not the only company interested in saving Vines. Pornhub Vice President Corey Price on Friday wrote a
letter to Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey offering to buy the ring video service. When you buy Fine, we bring it back to the glory of NSFW, Price wrote. After all ... 6 seconds more than enough time for most people to enjoy themselves. By Elise Davidson Format Exchange Charts (GIF) Images are a standard format for publishing
graphics on a website. Images that were pulled from a web site that were originally saved in GIF format will retain this format when saved on the hard drive. Create PowerPoint slices from a Giif image by pasting them into the PowerPoint slide. Save a Gif on your local hard drive. Double-click a Gif image to open it in the
default graphics app. Select the entire GIF image and copy it to the clipboard. Open the PowerPoint file in which you want to save your GIF image; Necessary. Paste the Gif image into the PowerPoint slide, resizing if necessary. Necessary.
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